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OVERVIEW

Elegant 3-bedroom apartment renovated with exquisite
taste and access to a private and sunny terrace in
Almagro, one of the most sought-after areas of Madrid.
This magnificent property with a terrace is located in one of the best streets of
Madrid, in the neighborhood of Almagro. The apartment is presented renovated down
to the last detail with the best materials and finishes, and has high ceilings that help
enhance the spaciousness and brightness of the open rooms. In addition, the lighting
is integrated into beautiful plaster mouldings on the ceiling and walls; these
elements provide a warm light and bring an elegant touch to the home.
Its surface area of 222 m² is organised as follows:
Upon entering, we are welcomed by a spacious lobby leading to the majestic livingdining room: an open 75 m² room with large windows and access to an exquisite
terrace. This outdoor space of 35 m² offers a totally private environment with
unobstructed views, the ideal place to enjoy pleasant evenings and welcome your
guests. In addition, thanks to its west orientation, it receives sun throughout the day.

lucasfox.com/go/mad19389
Terrace, Concierge service, Lift,
High ceilings, Natural light,
Modernist building, Parking,
Air conditioning, Domotic system,
Equipped Kitchen, Heating, Renovated,
Storage room, Transport nearby

The property also has 3 wonderful bedrooms, the main one with a large dressing
room and a private bathroom with a designer bathtub. Finally we find the other 2
complete bathrooms. All bathrooms benefit from white Greek marble baths, exquisite
Italian taps and showers integrated into the ceiling with rain effect.
The apartment offers high-end finishes and accessories such as double-vision Core
Vision windows with thermal bridge break, which allow a perfect thermal insulation,
maintenance-friendly hardwax Dutch wooden flooring and adjustable LED lighting,
with different intensities and effects. The property also has a state-of-the-art
automation system in all rooms for the control of security systems, blinds, air
conditioning and the internet, among others.
Contact us to discover this wonderful home in Chamberí.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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